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Lose yourself, heart and soul, in five of the best romantic stories on the inspirational market.

Spanning the 1600â€™s to present day, these novels will not only make your heart beat a little

faster, but they will inspire you, uplift your spirit, and draw you closer to the One who will never

leave you. Written by five best-selling, award-winning authors, this limited-time collection will take

you on a journey you wonâ€™t soon forget and will leave you with a smile on your lips, joy in your

spirit, and a song in your heart. Loveâ€™s Every Whisper by Naomi Rawlings (best-selling

author)Lake Superior, 1883. Victoria Donnelly has finally found a way to redeem herself in the eyes

of her family, but it requires returning to the small town of Eagle Harbor, where forgotten feelings for

a man she can never have lie buried. Can she face her childhood sweetheart again without

destroying both their hearts?  A Light in the Window by Julie Lessman (award-winning

author)Boston, 1895. One Woman. Two Men. One stirs her pulse, the other her faith. But who will

win her heart? Marceline Murphy, a gentle beauty with a well-founded aversion to rogues, catches

the eye of two of Bostonâ€™s most notorious. Patrick Oâ€™Connor and Sam Oâ€™Rourke are best

friends with a bond like brothers â€¦ until they meet one woman neither can have. The Reckoning by

MaryLu Tyndall (award-winning and best-selling author)When Morgan Shaw hid on a tall ship

replica in present-day San Diego, her intent was to avoid the guy who had just dumped her, not

wake up aboard a real pirate ship 300 years in the past. Now, she must face her cancer without

treatment, avoid falling in love with a notorious pirate, and try to get home before she changes the

course of history forever. Running on Empty by Ruth Logan Herne (multi-published, best-selling

author)Present day, New York State. Chief of Police Joe McIntyre takes his position seriously. A

lead-by-example Christian, he's put to the test when his ex-wife appears with another man's child

after eight years of silence. Anger and pride challenge his small-town-hero existence, driving him

out of his comfort zone. Faced with choices he made eight years before, can he tackle the present

to ease Anne's future so she's no longer "Running on Empty"? Kept by Sally Bradley

(award-winning author)Present day, Chicago. Can a woman with a messy past find love with a good

man? A contemporary Christian classic along the lines of Redeeming Love, Kept won the won the

2014 Grace Award and the 2014 Christian Manifesto Lime Award, both for romantic fiction.
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This review is for two of the books in this unique collection!The Reckoning...ANYTHING by MaryLu

Tyndall is GOLDEN and this one is a definite page turner adventure!Wow, what an adventure!! Even

if you DIDN'T have OCD, anxiety issues and a life threatening disease, you would STILL be hard

pressed on how to handle going back 300 years on a pirate ship with no understanding of the

current culture and how to survive. Of course, Morgan handles it brilliantly, she DOESN'T believe

any of it is real and treats the situation with sass and sarcasm. Normally I wouldn't enjoy that type of

character, but in her case it works perfectly. The FIRST twist of the story that I caught on to is that

Rowan Dutton is Juliana's twin brother from The Ransom!!! That hit me in a huge way as I was

reading, I adored The Ransom and now I get to enjoy Rowan's story of redemption and HIS happy

ever after! DID NOT realize this connection as I read and it changed everything for me in a great

way :)Absolutely loooooved Blackbeard, the feisty kitten, so cute!!This book is the best in the series

because Charlisse, Merrick, Juliana and Alex ARE THERE and their presence had me glued to the

pages.....wow, smile, huge sigh, ultimate plot enhancement :) I've read all their stories and now their

part in the book was priceless for me.Also loved the moment when Morgan DOES

realize........EVERYTHING is real! She takes it rather well actually and despite the emotional trauma

this journey does bring her, her redemption and healing is worth the price of the book.The time

traveling happens at the beginning and at the end and honestly it had my head spinning because of



how things change as a result of the Morgan's actions.

This is a great collection of books! I have read three of them so far: Love's Every Whisper by Naomi

Rawlings, A Light in the Window by Julie Lessman, & The Reckoning by MaryLu Tyndall.Love's

Every Whisper by Naomi Rawlings:Loveâ€™s Every Whisper pulled me in from the very first page.

The intense storms that rage on Lake Superior set the stage for dangerous rescues and

life-threatening situations. And while the daring risks these volunteer life-savers took kept me on the

edge of my seat, the equally tumultuous emotional journeys of the two main characters kept me

turning pages to find out what would happen next.Victoria, the heroine of the novel, was such a

complex character. I felt so sorry for the way she had been treated by her family all of her life due to

her stutter. It was frustrating to see Victoria fold in upon herself in difficult situations, instead of

standing up and fighting for what was right. It was painful to witness the way she viewed herself.

She went through an amazing transformationin this story.Elijah was such a wonderful leading man.

His kindness to Victoria from the time they were both young grew into a love that he felt could never

be acted upon based on their positions in society. It was hard to see him suffer through some of

Victoriaâ€™s decisions. He was such a complex character carrying a lot of guilt. The author did a

great job of communicating the inner turmoil he was experiencing.I truly felt immersed in this time

period and learned so much about the history of the life-saving service. Add in the captivating

romance brewing between Elijah and Victoria and this was a book that I didnâ€™t want to set

down!A Light in the Window by Julie Lessman:What a joy to read about the beginnings of the

O'Connor clan!
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